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This paper continues earlier work on the best implementation procedure for an age replacement 
policy. Under an age replacement policy, a stochastically failing unit is replaced at failure or after 
being in service for x units of time, whichever comes first. Sequentially estimating 9, the optimal 
replacement time, produces substantial cost savings. In this paper the rate of convergence of the 
actual costs to the theoretical optimal cost is studied. For any sequential procedure satisfying 
some mild measurability conditions, it is shown that with probability one the rate of convergence 
of the cost can be described based on the rate of convergence of the estimator of $J. Further, a 
sequential procedure is described whose cost converges to the optimal cost more rapidly than 
known competing procedures. For this procedure, the rate of convergence of the costs is further 
described by a result which states that an average actual cost per unit, when suitably standardized, 
converges in distribution to a normal random variable. 
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1. Introduction and summary 
Assume that a device has lifetime distribution function F which is replaced upon 
failure by an identical device. Under an age replacement policy, if the unit fails 
prior to some time x the cost associated with replacement of the unit is pl. Otherwise, 
the unit is replaced after x units of time with cost p2, where pr > p2 > 0. Let {Xi}zr 
be the lifetimes of the devices, assumed to be i.i.d. The actual cost of the first n 
units under the ARP is 
en(x) = i {PllCxi <x) +PZ1txi a x)l i=, (1.1) 
where I(A) is the indicator function of the set A. The amount of time the n units 
have functioned is X, A x + X2 A x +. . .+X, A x, where A denotes minimum. Let 
N,(t) be the number of replacements by time t, so that 
N,(t)= c ~{(X,hX)+**.+(XiAX)<t}. 
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The cost sequence {C,,(x)} defined in (1.1) is a renewal process (cf., Feller, [8]). 
Thus, it can be easily verified that 
Pl F(x) +PAx) 
![z ~CN,df = 5” s(u) d 7 
0 U 
where S(x) = 1 -F(x) (cf., Barlow and Proschan [2]). Define R(x) = 
{p,F(x) +cp#(x)}/j~ S(u) du. Under broad conditions, there is a unique and finite 
time, say 4, where R(x) attains a global minimum (cf. Bergman [4]). We call 4 
the optimal replacement time and R(4) the optimal cost. Minimizing R(x) is only 
one possible cost criterion. See Ansell, Bendell and Humble [l] for a recent 
discussion of alternative criterion. 
In practice, F is unknown so 4 must be estimated. Bather [3] introduced the 
notion of sequentially constructing an estimator 4,, of 4 based on past experience. 
Using his estimator at the nth stage, if the unit fails prior to &,, then the cost p1 is 
incurred and otherwise the cost p2 is incurred. The age of the unit at the nth 
replacement is then used to update the estimate of &, producing &+,. The cost 
after n units is 
Bather constructed a sequential procedure so that under mild conditions on the 
distribution function, 
4, + 4 with probability one. (1.3) 
In this sequential setting, define the number of replacements by time t, 
N(t)= C I((X,A~l)+“‘+(X,A~i)<f). (1.4) 
Although the sequence {CL’,} in (1.2) is not a revewal process, an important result 
of Bather’s is that with N(t) defined by (1.4) and with C,, defined by (1.2), 
f\it CN(~)I~ = R(4) with probability one. (1.5) 
Several other innovative approaches have been investigated for estimating 4 (cf., 
Bergman [4], Ingran and Scheaffer [13] and references cited). These approaches 
are based on fixed-sample (i.e., non-sequential) procedures that rely on observing 
i.i.d. times to failure and thus do not allow truncation of the lifetimes. The cost 
after n units is np, and hence these procedures could not hope to achieve (1.5). 
However, these procedures are not without merit. Typically, prior to a sequential 
estimation experiment, the researcher will conduct a small pilot sample. A fixed- 
sample estimator based on the pilot sample determines an initial estimator of 4 to 
be used in the sequential procedure (see Section 6 for further discussion of this point). 
Frees and Ruppert [ll] extended the results of Bather in two directions. They 
showed that for any sequence {&} satisfying some mild measurability conditions 
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and (1.3), then (1.5) is true. This result opens the door for other types of sequential 
estimation procedures. In particular, they introduced a stochastic approximation 
(SA) estimator #” and gave conditions under which & satisfies (1.3). They also 
proved 
(1.6) 
where + D indicates convergence in distribution, N is a normally distributed random 
variable and E is a positive number depending only on the smoothness of F at 4 
and the choice of the kernel function used in the procedure. 
We do not give a more detailed presentation of Frees and Ruppert’s SA estimation 
scheme because a very similar one is detailed in Section 4. The purposes of this 
paper are to discuss sequential estimation schemes under which the actual cost of 
the scheme converges to the cost under the optimal policy and to investigate rates 
of convergence. ‘Average cost’ is viewed from two perspectives: we give results for 
the average cost per unit time, CN(,)/ t, and average cost per unit, C,/n. Intuitively, 
one would hope to achieve smaller costs by truncating at the best current estimate 
of the optimal point. Thus, the rate of convergence of an estimator of the optimal 
point should be related to the rate of convergence of actual costs to the expected 
cost under the optimal policy. The theorems of Section 3 describe these connections 
for any sequential scheme for estimating 4 which satisfies mild conditions. 
After a short section (Section 2) on notation and assumptions, in Section 4 we 
present a sequential estimation procedure similar to one introduced in [ 111. That 
this procedure has rates of convergence similar to those in (1.6) is an immediate 
corollary of a weak convergence theorem given in Theorem 4.2. A strong limit 
theorem (Theorem 4.1) is given which establishes the sufficiency for the results of 
Section 3. For this particular sequential procedure a further refinement is given in 
Theorem 4.3 which gives more precise information about the rate of convergence 
of the average actual cost per item. In [ 111, the proof of (1.6) was established by 
applying a special case of a general SA result due to Fabian (cf. [ 111, Theorem 5.3). 
In this paper the methods of proof are different and the details are provided in 
Section 5. The basic technique is to combine some recent SA representation theorems 
with invariance principles. Thus, both the estimators and resulting actual costs can 
be approximated sufficiently well by suitable Gaussian processes. Results concerning 
rates of convergence follow as easy corollaries. In Section 6 we discuss some of the 
implications of these results. 
2. Notation and assumptions 
All random variables (r.v.‘s) are defined on a fixed probability space (L?, G, P) 
and all relationships between r.v.‘s are meant to hold with probability one unless 
otherwise specified. When speaking of weak convergence, we usually consider 
functions defined on R+ = [O,OO). Thus, let D = D[O, CO) be the space all right 
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continuous functions on R+ with left limits. Endow D with Stone’s [24] extension 
of Skorokhod’s [23] .I, -topology and use 3 w to mean convergence in this topology. 
The relation a, - b, is used if lim a,/ b, = 1. Let [ * ] be the greatest integer function. 
When redefining a sequence of random variables without changing its distribution 
on a possible richer probability space containing Brownian Motion, we follow 
Strassen [25] and indicate this with the phrase ‘without loss of generality’. Let a(X) 
be the sigma-field generated by the r.v. X. We use E and Eccx, to denote, respectively, 
the expectation and conditional expectation given w(X). 
Assume F is absolutely continuous with probability density J: For integer r, use 
f” to denote the rth derivative off when it exists. Define 
M(t) = (p* -pJf(t) 
I 
f 
S(u) du - S(t){p,F(t)+~zS(f)). (2.1) 
0 
Thus, M(t) is defined to be the derivative of R(t) times a strictly positive function 
of t. Instead of estimating the minimum of R(t), we wish to estimate the zero of 
M(t). Further assumptions about the distribution function are collected below. 
Al. The d.f. F has support on R+, positive mean p and finite variance u2. 
A2. Assume (x - I$) M(x) > 0 for each x # 4. 
A3. Let r be a positive integer. Assume f(x) and fr’(x) exist for each x are 
bounded over R+, and are continuous in a neighborhood of 4. Define y = 1/(2r+ 1). 
A4. There exists p > 2 + l/r with jy tP dF( r) < ~0. Let q be defined by 2/p + l/q = 
1. 
A5. For some d>O,f”(x)=f”(4)+O(Ix-did) for each XE R+. 
3. Convergence of costs 
The purpose of this section is to describe the rate of convergence of the actual 
cost to the expected cost under the optimal policy in terms of the rate of convergence 
of the estimators of the optimal replacement time. We do not presume any particular 
method of constructing the estimators. Thus, let {4i} be any sequence of r.v.‘s that 
estimates 4. Let {Xi} be an i.i.d. sequence with d.f. F. Define the observed r.v.‘s 
2, = Xi A 4,. Let F, be the trivial o-field, F, = cr(Z,, j= 1,. . . , n-l), n ~2, and 
assume that c$,, is F,-measurable. Recall that the actual cost by the nth unit is 
and define c,, = CJn to be the average actual cost. Under the optimal policy, 4 is 
known and the expected cost for each unit is 
R = {PIF(~)+PA~)I. 
If & is a good estimator of C$ one would expect c,, to be close to R for sufficiently 
large n. In fact, based on the rate of convergence of 4,, to 4, we have the following 
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result concerning the speed of the average sample cost per unit to the expected cost 
under the optimal policy. 
Theorem 3.1. (i) Assume T 2 0, A # 0 and 4” = 4 + An-‘+ o(n?) as n + ~0. Then 
c,=R+(p,-p,)f(~)A(1-7)~‘n-‘+o(n-’) as n+co. (3.1) 
(ii) Assume~>Oand&=~+o(n~~) asn+~forallO~6<~. Then 
C,=R+o(nP) us n+coforaZl OS6<7. (3.2) 
We similarly can describe rates of convergence for the average (sample) cost per 
unit time, CN(,)/t, to the optimal cost R(4). 
Theorem 3.2. (i) Assume T 2 0, A # 0, and 4” = 4 + An-‘+ o( n?) as n + 00. Then 
CN(rj/t= R(~)+A,tP+o(t-‘) as t+oo, (3.3) 
where 
A, = A(1 - T)-‘{(P, -&f(4) - W)W)l( 10+ S(u) +‘. 
(ii) Assume~>Oand&=~+o(n?) asn+~foralZO~6<z Then 
C,,,,/t=R($~)+o(t-&) as t+W for all OS6<7. (3.4) 
In Section 6, some remarks are made concerning the applicability of these 
theorems. The remainder of this section contains the proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 
3.2. The reader more interested in applications may go directly to Section .4. We 
preface the proofs with a result concerning a slowly varying sequence of real numbers. 
A sequence {g,} is said to be slowly varying (s.v.) if, 
gt,,,-g, for each c>O. 
See Bojanic and Seneta [5] for a unified theory of slowly varying sequences and 
the proof of the following 
Lemma 3.1. Consider a sequence {g,} that is slowly varying. If k> -1, then there 
exists an m 2 0 such that 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Consider a version of C,, 
CZ= 2 {PIF(~j)+P2S(~j)}=nP,+(P,-P,) i F(4j). 
j=l j=l 
Thus, 
c”-cX=(P1-P2) Ii {z(Xj<+j)-F(+j)} 
j=l 
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is a zero mean martingale with bounded differences. Hence, by Theorem 5 of Chow 
[61, 
n p"2--F( C, - Cz) + 0 for all E > 0. 
Now, a Taylor-series expansion yields: 
(3.5) 
CZ-nR=(pl-p2) i {F(4ji)-F(+)I=(pl-P2) 5 f(q,)(+j-4) (3.6) 
j=l j=l 
where nj is a convex combination of 4 and 4,. 
To prove (3.1), we note that g, =f(~,,)n~(& - 4) is a slowly varying sequence 
when n’(& - +)-A (ZO). Thus, by Lemma 3.1 and (3.6), 
n-I+‘( Cz - nR) = npl+T(p~ -PZ) ,$, j-‘gi 
--n m”‘(Pl -Pz)n lpTgn(l - 7)Y1+ (PI -p,M+M1 -T)-‘. 
This and (3.5) are sufficient for (3.1). 
To prove (3.2), fix 6~ r and let 6* = S+(T-8)/2<r. Thus, n’(4, -4) =o(l) 
implies nS*(&-4)=o(1) and C:=,f(rli)(~j-_)/j'-S=C:=,S(77jlj'*(~j-_)/ 
J “M~‘)‘~ < CY). From (3.6) and Kronecker’s Lemma, 
(3.5) and the fact that 6 is arbitrary are sufficient for (3.2). q 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 requires the following 
Lemma 3.2. (i) Assume T > 0, A # 0 and 4,, = 4 + An-’ + o( KT) as n + ~0. Then 
j&(N(t));{ (N(Q,I)-‘-IO’S(u) du] =A(l-r))‘S(4). (3.7) 
(ii) Assumer>Oand&=++o(n-‘) asn+coforall0~6<~. Then 
!imcN(r))“{(N(r),~)-‘-~“~ S(u)du} =0 for each Oc6<7. (3.8) 
Proof. Let V,, = CT_, {(X, A 4,) -j,“i S(u) du}, a zero mean martingale. Since V,,,, - 
V,, s X,, + p, where p = jr S(u) du, the associated martingale differences have finite 
variances. Hence, by Chow [6], 
n -1’2p’Vn+0 for all E>O. 
Now, by a Taylor-series expansion, 
(3.9) 
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where ~j is a convex combination of C$ and 4j. As before, we let g, = nTS( n,)( 4” - 4). 
It can be shown that g, is slowly varying and thus, 
n”‘j~,i-Tgj-g~(l-~)~l~A(l-~)-‘S(~). 
Then as 
T,,=nr n ( -’ Y? (XjA8j)-[‘S(U)dU), 
j=l 0 
we have by (3.9) that 
T, + A( 1 - T)-‘S( 4). 
Since N(t) + a as t + 00, 
TNC,)+A(1-r)-‘S(4) as t+a. 
Define S, xc,“=, (Xj A 4j). Since SN(,)< ts SNC,)+XNCIj+r, we have 
(3.10) 
T N(r~W(W( (No,~)~l-jo~ S(u) du) s TN(1)+XN(,)+,l(N(t))‘-7. 
(3.11) 
Now, X,,+,/n’-T +O and N(t)+cc implies X,,,,+,/(N(t))‘-‘+O as t+m. This, 
(3.10) and (3.11) prove (3.7). (3.8) is similar. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. We prove (3.3) first. By (3.1), 
fim (N(r))‘-‘(Go, - N(r)R) = (P, -&!-(~)A(1 -7)-l. (3.12) 
Thus, 
(N(r))‘-‘(G,,, - N(t)R) = (N(t))‘?G,,,- rR(+)+ tR(4)- N(r)R) 
= (N(t)lt)-‘(N(t))‘(Chi,,,/t - R(4)) 
+(N(t))‘R(+)((N(t)lt)Y’- S(u) du). 
Thus, 
tT(C,~,~lt- R(4)) = (N(t)lt)‘-’ (N(t))‘P’(C,~,,- N(t)R) 
{ 
-R(~)(N(0)‘((N(Glt)Y-~o’S(u) du)}. (3.13) 
By (3.7), N(t)/ t + (I,” S(u) du))’ as t+a. This, (3.7), (3.12) and (3.13) are sufficient 
for (3.3). (3.4) is similar. 0 
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4. The sequential procedure 
Let K,, be the class of all Borel-measurable real-valued functions k, where k is 
bounded and zero outside [0, 11. For the r in A3, we define K, = 
{k E K,: j: #k(y) dy = I(j = l), j = 0, . . . , r - 1). K, is a class of kernel functions 
used to estimate f( . ) by Singh [22]. 
Let {Xi,,}, i = 1,2, be two sequences of i.i.d. random variables that are mutually 
independent, each having d.f. F. Let 4, be an arbitrary r.v. having finite second 
moments and let { 4,) be the sequence defined in (4.3) which will be used to estimate 
4. Define the observed r.v.‘s Zi, = Xi, A +,,, i = 1,2. Let G, = a(+,, Z,, i = 1,2, j = 
1,. . . , n - 1) be the sigma-field generated by past events at the nth stage. Let {a,} 
and {c,} be sequences of positive G, adapted r.v.‘s. For positive constants A and 
C and E > 0, assume that 
a,n=A+O(fi”*) and c,nY=C+O(fiE). (4.1) 
Define G = AM’(+) and assume that the parameter A is chosen so that G > 1 - ‘y. 
We later describe one criterion where A = (M’(4))-’ is the optimal choice of A. 
For i=l, 2, let Fi,,(t)=I(Zi,~t) and S,,(t)=l-E;,(t). For kEK1, definef,(t)= 
k{(t-Z,,)/c,}/c,. Define the estimator of M(t) at the nth stage by 
I 
I 
m(t) = (PI -P*lfn(f) S,,(u) du -S,,(t){p,F,,(t)+p,S,,(t)}. (4.2) 
0 
For a sequence of small, positive constants (7,) such that r,, = o(KY), define 
recursively 
4 .+,=(~,-a,M,(~,))v7,. (4.3) 
The recursive estimator in (4.3) is similar to an estimator introduced by Robbins 
and Monro [18] and is called a stochastic approximation estimator. An important 
difference between the problems of estimating the root of M(t) and the function 
considered by Robbins and Monro is that there is no unbiased estimator for the 
density A and hence for M. An important issue in the proofs (in Section 5) is to 
check that the bias in estimating M is sufficiently small. The estimator &+, is similar 
to an estimator introduced in [ll], but with two differences. In (4.3), a simple 
truncation device is used to ensure that & is positive so that M, is well-defined. 
In [ 1 l] a function is introduced which transforms the parameter space to avoid the 
truncation in the recursive algorithm (4.3). Neither technique affects the rate of 
convergence of & to 4. 
The second, and more important, difference is in the estimation of the probability 
density function. In [ 111, the observations are truncated at a point corresponding 
to & + c, to get estimates off, where c, is a sequence as in (4.1). In this paper the 
truncation is at 4n (with corresponding differences in the definition of K,). We 
make more remarks on this difference in Section 6 after stating and proving conver- 
gence results for the estimator in (4.3). 
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Lemma 4.1. Assume AI-A4 Then 4” + 4. 
The proof is similar to [ 11, Theorem 3.11 and will not be given here. Proofs for 
the other results stated in this section are given in Section 5. 
Theorem 4.1. Assume Al-A4 Then $I,, = 4 + o( n?) as n + co for each 0 G 6 <$- y/2. 
Theorem 4.2. Assume AI-A5. DeJine b = 2G - 1 + y, 
pul= 2b-‘AC’(p, -pz)( I,* S(n) d+%$) 101 y’lrlk(y) dy 
and 
(4.4) 
a; = 2bP’A2C1(p, -pz)2( I,^ US(u) du)f(+) 1; k2(u) dy. (4.5) 
Then there exists a standard Brownian Motion process B dejined on [0, CO) such that 
[ntl 1’2-y’2b#$zt,-4)-PI JwZ(t) 
where Z(t) = m, tCb”B( t’). 
Remarks. The asymptotic normality of 4” is an easy corollary of Theorem 4.2 via 
the Continuous Mapping Theorem with t set to 1. Thus, Theorem 4.2 is more general 
than the main result of [ll] (with different mean and variance). 
Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 3.1 describe the rate of convergence of the actual 
average cost per unit. This rate of convergence is also described in the following 
Theorem 4.3. Under the assumptions and notation of Theorem 4.2, if G f 1, then 
where 
n(‘-Y)‘2( C, - R) + D N( p2, a:) (4.6) 
If G= 1, then 
n(‘PY)‘2( c, - R) + p2 in probability. (4.7) 
Remarks. It is well-known in the stochastic approximation literature that the best 
choice of the parameter A is the inverse of the slope of the function at the optimal 
point. Lai and Robbins [14-161 in a series of papers have recently shown how to 
adaptively estimate this parameter for the special case of finding the root of a 
function. Typically, the best choice of A achieves the smallest asymptotic mean 
square error of the standardized distribution of the estimator. This is the case in 
our Theorem 4.2 (i.e., when t = 1, the asymptotic mean square error is p: + a:. Some 
easy calculus shows that the choice of A = (M’( +))-’ which implies G = 1 minimizes 
this sum). The remarkable fact is that the best choice of A yielding G = 1 actually 
affects (and improves) the asymptotic distribution of the average cost. 
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We begin by relating the algorithm (4.3) to more general SA algorithms. Let 
h(t)=AM(t) 
Pn = n (‘-Y”2{(v -NM(&)+ w4Ez~Mr(4,)- M(bJ)l 
and 
E, = a,n ‘p”2{~“(hJ - &“K(~“)l. 
From (4.3), if 4,, - a,M,(&,) > T,, 
4 n+, = #& - n-‘{h(4”)t- n+-y)‘2pn+ rlY’2&,}. 
The following lemma describes the asymptotic size of the bias term, &. 
Lemma 5.1. Assume Al-A4. Then, for u, and b de$ned in Theorem 4.2, 
Pn+ u,b/2. 
Proof. By (4.1) and Lemma 4.1, for some positive p < y/2, 
n(‘-y)‘2(a,n -A)M(&,) = o(npP) 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
and thus we only need to compute the asymptotic size of the second term on the 
right hand side of (5.2). Now, from (2.1) and (4.2), 
S(u) d4&,,f,(4,) -f(b)). (5.6) 
Similarly to [ll], we now can use Lemma 5.2 of [ll], an easy change of variables, 
and a Taylor-series expansion to show that for large n 
I 
1 
&T”“&(A) =f(A)+ c’, yW~(yl_t’%n(~)) dy, (5.7) 
0 
where Irl,,(~)-h,I~c~. From A3, (5.6), (5.7), Lemma 4.1 and the Dominated 
Convergence Theorem, we have 
cX&&k(&)- M(&,))+ (p, -p2)( l,r S(n) d+‘(+) I,: y’lr!k(y) d.v. 
This and the requirements on the size of c, in (4.1) complete the proof. 0 
In Lemma 5.2 below, we use the fact that {E,} in (5.3) are constructed so that 
C;=, Ed is a martingale and can be approximated by a Brownian Motion process. 
The technique of the proof is to show that the conditions of a theorem due to 
Strassen [25] (cf., Sen [21], Theorem 2.5.1, page 34) are true. Slightly sharper results 
are available due to Jain, Jogdeo and Stout [12], but we will not need their extra 
precision. 
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Lemma 5.2. Assume Al-A4 Then, without loss of generality, there exists a standard 
Brownian Motion B on [0, ~0) and an E > 0 such that 
C ~~=~,b”~B(t)+O(t~‘~~~) 
k=r 
where CT, and b are dejined in Theorem 4.2. 
Proof. Using (5.3), let Y,, = xi=, EGk&f,, T( Y,,) = ~~=, ek, and construct {T(t), t 2 0) 
by linear interpolation of { T( Y,), n 2 1). After some straightforward, but tedious, 
calculations, it is possible to find a positive p < y that 
EGnef, = cr,b”‘+o(fP). (5.8) 
Thus C&l (E,,ez - u, b”‘)/ k’--p’2 < CO and, by Kronecker’s Lemma, 
Y,, = ~,b”2n+o(n’-P’2). (5.9) 
Now, let g(t) = t’-’ for small, positive E. For the p and q defined in A4, 
(g( Y,))-‘E&G’, > g( Yn)] 
s g( Y,)-1(E~.I&,IP)2’P{E~,,I(&‘, > g( Y,)))” 
s g( Y,)~1(E,“l&F,(P)2’P{EG,I&,IPl(g( Yn))p’211’q 
= (g( Y,))-p’2&,I~,(p. (5.10) 
A few steps of calculations show that ~{‘~E,~le,,l~ is bounded with probability one 
(see [ll], equation 5.22). Thus, 
(g( Y,,)))‘E,“{ &f,I( 8: > g( Y,))} = 0( n-(‘-F)-p’2c;p’2). 
Note that c, - CnP and -p/2(1+ y-E)=-rpy+~p/2. Since rpy>l by A4, we 
can choose E sufficiently small so that 1 kzl kP(1--F)-p’2( k”p’2) converges. This proves 
kc, (g( Yk))-‘&,{ezk~(& g( Yk))]< co. (5.11) 
(5.9) implies Y,, + 00. This and (5.11) provide sufficient conditions for Strassen’s 
result. Thus, we have for some Brownian Motion B,, 
i ek = T( Y,) = B,( Y,)+O((lOg Y,) Yfi/2--E’2). (5.12) 
k=l 
BY (5.9), 
(log Y”) y;/2--8/2 = O( n’l*-q (5.13) 
for some E’> 0. Further it is known that for a fixed p > 0, for each 7 > 0 
B,( n + 0( n’-“)) = B,(n) + 0( n1’2--p’2+T). (5.14) 
See, for example, [20, equation 4.61 or [12, remarks on page 1271. (5.9) and 
(5.12)-(5.14) complete the proof. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. We note that Ruppert’s [20] proof of Lemma 3.1 goes through 
unchanged for the algorithm (5.4) (see also [lo]). Ruppert’s assumption Al and A3 
are satisfied by our assumptions Al-A4. Lemmas 4.1 and 5.1 satisfy Ruppert’s A2 
and A5, respectively. Lemma 5.2 and Ruppert’s Lemma 4.1 satisfy A4 which is 
sufficient for the proof. 0 
Theorem 4.1 allows us to prove the following stronger version of Lemma 5.1. 
Lemma 5.3. Assume Al-A5. Then, for some p > 0, P,, = plb/2+o(KP). 
Proof. By (5.5), we need only deal with the second term of the right hand side of 
(5.2). From (5.6) and (5.7), we have 
where IG(Y) - &I ~~~.ByTheorem4.1,~~“S(u)du=~~S(u)du+o(n-~),forsome 
6~ y. By (4.1), A5 and Theorem 4.1, 
=o(4)+w7L-~ld) 
= 0( n-yd + Ksd)_ 
This and (5.15) complete the proof. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. A direct application of Theorem 3.1 in [lo]. Use Lemmas 
4.1, 5.2 and 5.3 to verify the assumptions of that theorem. q 
To prove Theorem 4.3, we will need some additional preliminary results. For 
positive constants x and y where 2x +y > 1, define b,, : [0, l] + [0, l] by 
b,,(t)= B,(x,y){t’+‘/(y+1)-2t”+Y/(x+y)+t2”+’~’/(2x+y-l)} 
where B,(x, y) is a positive constant depending on x and y. Choose B,(x, y) so that 
b,,,( 1) = 1, i.e., 
B,(x,y)={(y+1)~‘-2(x+y)-‘+(2x+y-l)-’}-’. 
Some easy algebra shows, 
B,‘(x,y)=(x-1)~*(y+1)(X+y)(2X+y-1)/2=B2(X,y). 
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It is easy to check that b,, is continuous and strictly increasing on [0, 1] so that 
the inverse, b,:, is well-defined. We will need the following 
Lemma 5.4. Let {u,} be a sequence of integers such that v,/ n - ZT, where v 2 0. Then, 
ifx#l, 
lim R-(‘+~) “’ 2x+y-2 
II-cm jc,j ( > 
E, lip” ’ = B;‘(x, y)bx,y(v); 
J 
(5.16) 
Further, if w = x = 1, (5.16) holds with the right hand side equal to 0. 
Pmof. Assume x> 1 and define at(n) =Cr=, k-“. Noto t&at g(n) = nXm’a(,n) -
(x - 1))’ is S.V. Thus, 
_ -(l+y) “- 
j;,’ 2”*y-2{(n~_j)2-2a(n+ l)a(j)+a(n+ 1)2) 
=n -_(I++4 
1 
C jyg(j)~-2a(r~+1)~j”+y-‘g(j)+a(n+1)Z~j2”+y-2 
I 
-n~““y’{u’,+1g(f9~~2/(y+1)-2a(n+I)t?”,Yyg(v,)/(x+y) 
+ a(n + 1)2u~*‘-1/(2x+y - 1)) 
~(x-1)--2{~~+1~(y+1)-2z)x+~/(x+y)+~2x+~--1/(2x+y-1)}, 
This completes the proof for x > 1. The proof for x < 1 is similar using a*(n) = 
xi=, k-” in place of a(n). For x = 1, we note that a*(n)-log n and is S.V. Let 
@=(log n)-*Cy:, #(C;=j k-‘). The (log n)-’ term is inserted to ensure the 
boundedness of Qf. We wish to show that (log n)‘Qf+O. Thus, 
~~=n~“+y~(logn)~2{a*(n)2~jY-22a*(n)~jYa*(j-1)+~jya*(j-1)2} 
- n-(l+y)(log n)-2{a*(n)2v’,+1/(y+1)-2a*(n)uY,+1a*(v,_,)/(y+ 1) 
+ uY,+la*( v,_3)2/(y + 1)) 
= (log n)-2(v,/b)Y+‘/(y+ l){a*(n) - a*(~, - 1)}2 
=(v,/n)Y+‘/(y+l)(log n)-’ ,g 
( > 
2 
k-’ . 
0. 
Thus, 
2 
(logn)*Qz-/(y+l))’ -(y+1)-110g(n/v,))2+0. 0 
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For the {aj} defined in (5.3), define the martingale difference array 
zjn = wjnEl, 
where 
(5.17) 
W,, = B2( G, ~)“~n ~il_lli5_i.+l/2l( ~, kc)/(rr,h”‘). 
Let {u,(t)} be a sequence of integer functions such that u,(t)/ n - b&(t) for t E [0, 11. 
Lemma 5.5. Assume Al-A5. Then, if G # 1, 
C -%=&B(r) 
j=l 
where B is a standard Brownian Motion process dejned on [0, 11. 
Proof. The proof is an application Corollary 3.8 of McLeish [ 171. By construction, 
E,,Z,. = 0. By (5.8), &,Zy,, = a:bW?, + o( W,‘nCP), for some p > 0. Thus, from the 
previous lemma using x = G and y = y, we have 
c EG,Z;n - bc,,(b&(t)) = t. 
,=I 
To complete the proof of the lemma, we only need to verify 
U,,(f) 
1 E&$1( Zf,, > E) + 0 in probability, 
j=1 
(5.18) 
which is a conditional Lindeberg condition. For the p and q in A4, 
EG,Z;,I(Z~,> &)~(EG,~zjn~P)2’P(EG,z(Zjn> E))“” 
~(~G,~z,,~p)2’p(~G,~~n~P/~P’2)“q 
= E,, lz,, 1% --p’(Q). 
As in the proof of Lemma 5.2, c<‘2EG.(a,,]P is bounded w.p. 1. Thus, 
EG,IZ;nlP =O( wj,j P pYI)=O(n- P,,+,i,2jPIG+~-“( ~j kc)‘). 
If G> 1, then g(j)=(jG-‘CTzj kPG)p-(G-l)-p is S.V. Thus, for some K > 0, 
u_(t) U”(1) 
1 EG,12&IP c KnPp(1ty)‘2 c j”g(j) 
j=1 j=l 
-Kn--p(‘+y)‘2(U,(t>)“‘+‘g(v,(t))/(l+pY) 
= K(u,(t)ln) pY+‘np(u-‘)‘2+‘g(un(t))/(l +py)+ 0 
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since v,(t)/n=O(l) and p(l-y)/2>1 by A4. This proves (5.18) for G>l. For 
G< 1, define g*(n) = (nmGtl Cl=, kPG)P- (-G+l)P and hence is S.V. The same 
type of repeated use of conditional Holder inequalities give the result. 0 
Lemma 5.6. Assume Al-A5. Then, if G = 1, xi”=, Zj, + 0 in probability. 
Proof. Use Chebyshev’s inequality and Lemma 5.4. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Define 
V, = n-(1+Y)‘2{ C, - nR}. 
By (3.5) and (3.6), we have 
(5.19) 
v, = (p, -p2)n-(l+y)‘2 i f(Vj)(+jj-4)+"(1) 
j=l 
where qj is a convex combination of 4 and $Q. By Theorem 4.1, for some E > 0, 
+j-+=O(j-“-‘-““2). This andf(~,)=f(+)+O(]+-_]) gives 
V, = n-(1+Y”2(p, -p2)f(4) j$I (4ji-4)+o(1). (5.20) 
By the same arguments in the proof of Theorem 4.3, we have satisfied the conditions 
of a representation theorem as in [lo, Lemma 3.21. This representation is similar 
to one in [20, Theorem 3.11 and which gives, for some E’> 0, 
Now 
k=l 
n-(l+Yl/2 j$l o(j-_(l--Y+d/2) = 0(n-(l+v)/2+(l+r-~‘)/2) = o(l) 
and by Lemma 3.1, with k= (y- 1)/2, 
n-(l+Y)/2P, i j-(1-Y)/2_2Pl/(l+y). 
j=l 
Using (5.21) in (5.20) with (5.22) and (5.23) gives 
I. 
(5.21) 
(5.22) 
(5.23) 
V” = p2+ n-(l+Y)/2 
(PI -Pz)_f(+) jgl?(k$, kG-1+Y’2E,) +0(l) 
where CLZ = 2pl(pl -p2)f(+)l(l + Y). Define 
(5.24) 
T,(n)= i kG-1+Y’2ck 
k=l 
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and recall a(n) = CT=‘=, kpG. By partial summation, 
I? (a(j)-a(j+L))T,(j) 
j=l 
= T,(n+l)a(n+l)-T,(l)a(l)- i (T,(j+l)-T,(j))a(j+l) 
j=l 
ntl 
= T,(n+l)a(n+l)- C u(j)jG~‘+y’2sj 
j=l 
n+l 
This, (5.24) and (5.17) give 
Vn=~2+B2(G,y)~“2~lb1’2 f Zj,+o(l). (5.25) 
j=1 
Define the {v,(t)} used in Lemma 5.5 by u,(t) = b&( t)n. The result for G Z 1 is 
immediate from (5.25), Lemma 5.5 and the Continuous Mapping Theorem (for 
f = 1). For G = 1, we have the result from (5.25) and Lemma 5.6 (1 = 1). 0 
6. Concluding remarks 
A major theme of this paper is to develop an estimation procedure so that the 
actual cost of an age replacement policy, either per unit or per unit time, approximates 
the cost under the optimal policy well. Thus, in this section, when we discuss the 
‘best rate’ we refer to the rate of convergence of the actual costs to the optimal costs 
either in distribution or with probability one. 
There is an important difference between the best rate achieved by the estimator 
in (4.3) and the procedure in [ll]. In [ll], an estimator 4: is defined so that under 
assumptions similar to Al-A4 it can be shown that n”(+z - 4) = o(l), for each 
0~ 6 <$- y/2. This is the same rate as in Theorem 4.1. However, the sample costs 
in[ll]usetruncationpointa,=~~+c,,wherec,-Cn-Y. Now,ifr=(y-‘-1)/2>2, 
then y <4 and PI~(LY, - 4) + C. Thus, by Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, the best rate of 
convergence is 7 = y for the procedure in [ll] regardless of how ‘smooth’ the 
distribution function is at the optimal point. This should be compared to the 
procedure in Section 4, where under the same circumstances the best rate is T= 
;-y/2. 
In this paper we discuss only asymptotic properties of these procedures. Monte- 
Carlo studies ([9] and [ll]) have shown that similar procedures behave well in 
small samples. 
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An important point in practice is the choice of the starting point & of the recursive 
algorithm. In general SA algorithms, this choice is known to have important effects 
on the finite sample performance of the estimator. In practice, one would let the 
first, say, m, units fail and use one of the fixed-sample estimators mentioned in 
Section 1 for +i. The choice of m would depend on the relative prices p, and p2 
and the distribution function F. The author is not aware of a general theory that 
suggests an optimal choice for rn. 
An important problem related to the age replacement policy discussed here 
concerns the notion that the optimal cost function R(x) is allowed to vary with 
time (or with each unit). For another SA problem, this notion was introduced by 
Dupac [7] who termed it dynamic stochastic approximation. For more recent works, 
see Ruppert [19] and Theodorescu and Wolff [26]. 
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